We used principal component analysis to develop measures (called Z-parameters 
Introduction
The development of methods to detect genes in DNA sequences and to predict their functions is important for genome analysis. With the rapid accumulation of DNA sequences, especially those obtained by genome projects, these methods have come to be indispensable. Many methods have been proposed for sequences of prokaryotes and eukaryotes, including organella, and of viruses (see references cited by Snyder and Stormo, 1995; Fickett and Tung, 1992) . In the present study we developed a method not only to detect coding sequences but also to estimate their protein production levels. The choice among synonymous codons in prokaryotic and eukaryotic genes is not random although it does not affect the nature of proteins synthesized, and the codon-usage pattern is undoubtedly useful in the search for genes in newly obtained sequences.
Extensively analyzing sequences in the International DNA Database, codon usage in a vast number of genes has been compiled by Grantham et al. (1980a Grantham et al. ( , 1980b and by our group (Maruyama et al., 1986; Aota et al., 1988; Wada etai, 1990 Wada etai, , 1991 Nakamura et al., 1996) . In the genes of a particular unicellular organism, codon-choice patterns are similar regardless of gene function (Grantham et al., 1980a (Grantham et al., , 1980b Ikemura, 1981a Ikemura, , 1981b Ikemura, , 1982 ; we designated the pattern a 'codon dialect' (Ikemura, 1985) . Taxonomically related organisms have similar dialects but those more distantly related have dialects that are more different. For example, the characteristic of E.coli codon choice {E.coli dialect) differs from that of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, but is similar to that of Salmonella typhimurium. By measuring the cellular tRNA contents of these three species, we found their codon dialect to be related to the isoaccepting tRNA population of individual organisms; the extent of codon bias (the 'accent' of the codon dialect) was related to the protein production level of individual genes (Ikemura, 1981a (Ikemura, , 1981b (Ikemura, , 1982 (Ikemura, , 1985 . Codon usage in genes encoding abundant proteins is almost always more dependent on the tRNA content (strong accent) than in moderately or poorly expressed genes (moderate accent), that is, highly expressed genes almost always have a strong accent but those with moderate or low expression have a moderate accent. As an index of the optimization level of synonymous codon choice to the translation process, we introduced the usage frequency of an 'optimal codon' (Fop); optimal codons of an amino acid have been denned as the codons recognized by the most abundant isoaccepting tRNA of the amino acid (Ikemura, 1981b (Ikemura, , 1985 . Sharp and Li (1987) described the codon adaptation index (CAI) of genes, defined by the adaptation level for codon-choice patterns of highly expressed genes of the species.
Codon usage in a gene can be described by a vector consisting of codon-usage frequencies, and from this multidimensional space, indices reflecting biologically important characteristics can be extracted. We conducted principal component analysis (PCA), constructing axes with the widest scales in the space of codon frequencies, and we drew the factors which scattered genes in the widest scale through parameters called factor loadings, which reflect the contribution of the variables to the axes. The widest scales were then connected to the 'Fop' and the cellular protein contents. Measures constructed by PCA reflect the diversity of codon usage among genes, and are called Z-parameters in this study. With Z-parameters, the plausibility of CDSs (protein coding sequences) proposed for E.coli sequences determined by the Japanese Project (Yura et al., 1992; Fujita et al., 1994) and protein production levels were studied. Such levels were estimated also for 1400 CDSs proposed by E.coli Genome Project in the US.
Methods and algorithm
The purpose of this study was the construction of measures reflecting the heterogeneous codon usage among intraspecific genes, called the diversity of genes in codon usage in this study, and to examine the potential for detecting genes in the genome and predict protein levels in genomic sequences using these measures. This method is fundamentally different from some methods for detecting genes using a representative homogenous codon usage table in species (Borodovsky and Mclnnch, 1993; Krogh et al., 1994) . The procedure is outlined in Figure 1 . To quantify the diversity of genes in codon usage, we constructed a reference data set (summarized in Reference Data Set) consisting of n genes. Three kinds of relative representations, Rl, R2, and R3, were applied to describe codon usage for genes (summarized in Description of Codon Usage). The codon usage pattern for /th gene is denoted by a vector [.v,,,... ,.Y I61 ] . Data consisting of the codon-usage pattern of n genes was described as the following matrix. In this study, variables and elements are denoted by upper and lower case letters, respectively.
Variables
;'th gene
Then, for reduction of the 61 variables into fewer and more fundamental variables while keeping most of the essential information about variance of the original variables, PCA (Chien, 1978; Jolliffe, 1986) Profile analysis of Z-parameters was used for detection of genes and correlation equations between the Zparameters and the protein contents were developed with linear regression analysis (Brown, 1993) for estimation of their protein production levels (see Results and Discussion).
Reference data set
So that differences in E.coli strains would not cause confusion, only sequences annotated 'from Escherichia coli K12' were extracted from bacterial sequences in DDBJ (DNA Data Bank of Japan; Release 18). To compare principal components for Rl, R2, and R3, we further selected from the sequences the 610 gene sequences longer than 500 bases in each coding region which satisfied the following two conditions, (i) Genes in which the sum of codon occurrences for every amino acid except methonine and tryptophan was not zero were selected in order to construct the principal components of R2 and R3. (ii) So that multiple entries of one gene would be avoided, the longest sequence was selected when sequences with the same gene name but different coding lengths were present. If the gene name and length were the same but some bases were different, one was selected arbitrarily.
Description of codon usage
The codon-usage pattern of the /th gene is generally described as a vector using frequencies (_/ij( m )) °f 61 codons, with the three termination codons being omitted Detection of E. coH genes using codon diversity from the analysis. Here, /jj( m ) denotes the number of the y'th synonymous codon in the mth amino acid for the /th gene. To characterize codon-usage patterns from different viewpoints, we examined the following three kinds of codon frequencies. First, so that the effect of gene size would be excluded, the frequencies of codons in each gene were normalized to unity, that is,
where M(m) is the number of synonymous codons in the wth amino acid; e.g. two for phenylalanine and six for leucine. This representation, Rl, has been adopted in many studies such as in codon compilation (Grantham et al., 1980a (Grantham et al., , 1981 Wada et ai, 1991) for simplicity, but has the disadvantage of being affected by the amino acid composition of genes. This disadvantage was overcome by normalization of codon frequencies in each synonymous group to unity, that is,
This representation, R2, in which the effect of the amino acid composition is excluded, has been adopted in various studies such as that by Gribskov (1984) . The weighting factors for amino acid composition are equivalent to each other, but this representation is affected by the synonymous codon number, M(m), in each amino acid box; the -v u(m) °f two-codon boxes is more effective than that of four-or six-codon boxes. Taking this effect into consideration, a third representation, R3, was denned by equation (4).
C U(m) (4)
In this representation, the equivalent frequencies of synonymous codons are taken to be unity regardless of the synonymous codon numbers, M(m), in individual amino acid boxes. This representation was used in a definition of a reference table of relative synonymous codon usage (RSCU) by Sharp and Li (1987) .
Principal component analysis (PCA)
The vector consisting of the relative codon frequencies for the /th gene, [XJ, , ^, ... , x l61 ], was transformed into a vector consisting of principal components, [z[\, Z&, • • •, z[ §\\, according to the following conditions: (i) The correlations of the principal components between Z k and Z k < (k ^ k', 1 < k < 61,1 < k' < 61) were zero; (ii) the first principal component, Z[, was the linear combination of variables X ] with the largest variance, the second principal component, Z 2 , was the linear combination of the variables with the second largest variance, and so on.
where
61
We refer to b^ as the principal coefficient of the Arth principal component for theyth original variable and z,â s the A:th principal component score (PC score) for the /th gene.
The transformation in PCA is not object-but variableoriented, so variations of the original variables directly influence the transformed variables Z k ; that is, the variables Z k are affected by difference in the codon representations. This property of PCA differs from that of methods such as correspondence factor analysis based on chi-squared metric (Hill, 1974) and spectral map analysis based on two-way analysis of variance (Lewi, 1989) . By scattering genes on a map consisting of the first k principal components, Zj,Z2,...,Z k , we can understand the distribution of genes in the largest expanded axes, or the largest diversity of genes in the 61-dimensional codon space. The following parameters, proportion and factor loadings, were used to interpret the results of PCA. The proportion PR [Z k ] of the k th PC score and the proportion PR[Aj] of they th original variable to the total variance are denoted by equations (6a) and (6b), respectively. The factor loadings r(Z k , X^ denoted by equation (7) show the contribution of the yth codon frequency to the Arth principal component Z k . 
Results and discussion

Proportions of PCs and factor loadings
The purpose of the analysis was construction of measures with the widest scale in the space consisting of the original variables, so we selected PCs with variances larger than the maximum of the original variables, as in Kaiser's rule Optimal codons assigned by Iltemura (1981b Iltemura ( , 1992 are noted by astenslcs. (a) Fop, GC%, and nts represent the usage frequency of 'optimal codons', G + C% at the codon third position, and the nucleotide length, respectively.
(b) The log(Min), log(Ace), log(Gly), and log(Rich) represent the common logarithm of the number of protein molecules per genome in cells grown in glucose minimum, acetate, glycerol, and rich medium. These numbers are obtained from VanBogelen et al. (1992) and Pedersen et al. (1978) .
(1960). This selection is attained by comparison of PR[Z k ]
and PR [Aj] . That is, PCs with proportions larger than the maximum proportion of the original variable were significant scales, because we could scatter genes in the widest scales which could not be reached by only one of the original variables. In Rl, the proportions (0.155, 0.121, 0.081) for the first three PCs were larger than the maximum proportion (0.071 for the frequency of the codon UCG) for the original variables, they formed significant axes which represent the diversity of genes in multivariate space. The first two PCs (0.269, 0.146) in R2 and three PCs (0.250, 0.135, 0.062) in R3 also were significant axes, and these eight principal components were characterized. Table I shows the factor loadings for the three representations. Relationships among the PCs in Rl, R2, and R3 were examined by calculation of correlation coefficients between all pairs of factor loadings. The largest three correlation coefficients were 0.99, between PCI in R2 and PCI in R3; 0.95, between PCI in Rl and PCI in R3; and 0.94, between PCI in Rl and PCI in R2. The remaining coefficients were much smaller (the fourth was 0.67, between PC2 in R2 and PC2 in R3), so the structure of PCI only was highly conserved among the representations. In common with the three representations, 23 variables contributed positively to PCI, and 18 of the 23 corresponded to the optimal codons assigned by Ikemura (1985; 1992) on the basis of the quantification data about E.coli tRNA contents. The optimal codons for each amino acid were defined as those translated by the most abundant isoaccepting tRNA of the amino acid and thus likely to be optimal for translation (for details, see Ikemura, 1981b Ikemura, , 1985 . The remaining five variables (UCU, UCC, UGC, CAC, and GAC) also contributed positively to PCI, and these belong to amino acid groups the optimal codons of which have not been denned because the corresponding tRNAs have not been measured. Only three variables corresponding to the optimal codons contributed slightly negatively to PCI (CAG and CGC in Rl; and GCA in R2 and R3) . Therefore, the structure of the factor loadings for PCI is a good representation of the optimal codon structure in E.coli regardless of the codon representations. While the pairwise correlation coefficients for PC2 among the three representations were not high as those for PCI, the G + C% at the third position of codons seemed to be involved; the frequencies of codons with G or C at the third position contributed positively to PC2 and the frequencies of those with A or T at the third position contributed negatively to PC2. PC2 in R3 had the strongest tendency towards this structure; 53 of 58 variables (91%) in R3, 37 of 58 variables (64%) in R2, and 38 of 61 variables (62%) in Rl tended towards this choice. The representation R2 was somewhat affected by the amino acid composition. For example, cysteine has the lowest frequency in ordinary proteins (e.g. see the cumulative codon-usage table of Wada et al., 1991) , and the contributions to PC2 of cysteine codons UGU and UGC in R2 were larger than those of other codons. Table Ha shows the correlations between the Z-parameters of PCs (Z k denoted by equation (1)) and the following three parameters; the optimal codon index (Fop), G + C% (GC%) at the codon third position, and the number of nucleotides (nts) of a gene. Of the three representations, the correlations were the highest between Fop and Z\ in R3. The results of Table Ha were consistent  with the findings of Table I for the factor loadings of the 61 codons. Correlation between Z k and the gene length ('nts' in Table II) was not significant. Significant correlation between Fop and cellular protein content, which reflects the protein production level of the gene, has been found for E.coli genes (Ikemura 1981b (Ikemura , 1985 (Ikemura , 1992 . In the present study, the correlation between Z k and the protein content was examined as follows. Neidhardt and his colleagues (Pedersen et al., 1978; VanBogelen el al., 1992) measured cellular protein contents of E.coli grown in four different growth conditions with two-dimensional gel electrophoresis. Searching their quantification data, the protein contents of 31 E.coli genes in the reference sequence set were obtained. Here, F, r, and n represent F-value, correlation coefficient, and the number of samples, respectively, and log (Rich) represents the common logarithm of the amount of protein molecules per genome in cells grown in rich medium. The 5%-confidence intervals are represented in parentheses under each of the regression coefficients. Figure 3 shows the scattering of genes for the first two components in R3 as a representative example. Medique et al. (1993) proposed the following three classes of codon usage in E.coli genes, and the proposed classes of genes are separately marked in Figure 3 . Class I (marked by '.') represents genes with intermediate codon bias which normally maintain a low or intermediary level of expression, class II ('A') represents those with very strong codon bias which are constitutively expressed at a high level, and class III ('O') represents those with weak codon bias which are thought to be inherited through horizontal genetransfer and occasionally are expressed at a fairly high level. Figure 3 indicates that Z x values of all class II genes were positive and those of most class III genes were negative. Class I genes were distributed between classes II and III.
Z-parameters
Next, Z\ values were calculated for the 1400 CDSs proposed by the Genome Project of the US (which is available upon request). Table III lists CDSs with Z, larger than 2. Most of the CDSs listed correspond to the highly expressed genes involved in the translation process, and therefore three CDSs (Rank = 25, 27 and 35 in Table  III ) of unknown function are thought to be highly expressed. Table IV lists CDSs with Z, smaller than -2, and in this case, the functions of many of them are unknown. When the fifteen CDSs for known genes are considered, they mainly correspond to those thought to be horizontally transferred. A large portion of such foreign-type genes are known to be significant A + T-rich (i.e. low G + C%) at the codon third position (Ikemura, 1992) , and actually thirteen out of the fifteen CDSs above noted were A + T-rich at the third position (Table IV) ; the average G + C% at the third position of normal E.coli genes was estimated to be 56.1 % using cumulative codon-usage data (Wada el ai, 1991) . A large portion of the CDSs of unknown functions were also A + T-rich at the third position (Table IV) , indicating these are also foreign-type genes. There also exists a ECOUW67  ECOUW85U  ECOUW76  ECOUW76  ECOUW93  ECOUW89  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW82  ECOUW76  ECOUW67  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW76  ECOUW67  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW93  ECOUW89  ECOUW89  ECOUW67  ECOUW76  ECOUW67  ECOUW76  ECOUW76  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOHU47  ECOUW76  ECOUW76  ECOUW93  ECOHU47  ECOUW76  ECOUW93  ECOUW89  ECOUW93  ECOUW67  ECOUW67  ECOUW67  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW76  ECOHU47  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW89  ECOUW85U  ECOUW76  ECOUW67  ECOUW93  ECOUW93  ECOUW85U  ECOUW89  ECOUW93  ECOUW67  ECOUW93  ECOUW93  ECOUW93  ECOUW76  ECOUW85U  ECOHU47  ECOUW76 possibility that some CDSs in Table IV , especially those with moderate G + C% at the third position, do not correspond to proper protein-coding sequences.
Profile analysis by Z-parameters
Because one main purpose of the present work was to develop a method for specifying undiscovered codingregions in DNA sequences, it is important to visualize the distribution of Z-parameters along DNA sequences. Profiles of Z-parameters were drawn as follows. Nucleotides in one strand were serially numbered from 1 to N in the 5' to 3' direction. For the DNA sequence between the /th and (i + n)th bases (called (n + l)-base window), .11
The nts and map represent nucleotide length and map position The Av. and SD represent average and standard deviation of each Z-parameter for noncoding plus 'out of frame' sequences.
Detection of E. cob geoes using codon diversity TaWe VI. Z,-parameter for CDS in ECO110K (ID =1-79) and ECO82K (ID = 80-135) 1  2465  3395  5344  7899  11812  13817  15094  15518  16400  17213  18364  19474  19508  19896  19988  20478  21070  22051  24861  25480  25931  26947  28028  29305  30471  35034  35928  37555  38901  40075  42025  43557  43838  45121  46137  46907  47430  49482  50039  50888  51268  52086  53075  61221  63089  65515  66495  68008  70047  71059  71887  72569  74115  78505  79121  80524  81615   2463  3394  4681  6120  8852  13728  14947  16206  15826  16552  18304  19152  19977  19798  20171  20200  20741  22008  24861  25355  25929  26881  27861  28849  30453  33692  35927  37496  38772  40043  41589  42831  43787  45124  45408  46799  47437  49292  49961  50881  51265  52089  53075  54361  62924  65440  66210  67997  69708  70925  71772  72585  74179  75126  79110  80521  81615 (8). ORF in Gene column represents coding region assigned by the sequence homology search by Yura et al. (1992) and Fujita et al. (1993) , and HP represents a hypothetical protein predicted by them. Experimental data of the protein contents were ranged from lCr to 10^ molecules per genomes (see Figure  2) . Therefore, the amount lower than 10 2 in PPL column (listed in parentheses) were obtained by extrapolation.
Z-parameters (Z k (i), 1 < i < N -n) were calculated by equation (1). Here, (n + 1) should be divisible by three because codons consist of three contiguous bases. Profiles of Z-parameters in the sequence were drawn for each of the three reading frames designated as F0, Fl, and F2, which distinguish the number of bases shifted at the starting point. For example, the profile of the Z kparameter in F0 is represented by Z k (l), Z k (4), Z k (7),..., and Z k (3p+1) where 1 < 3p + 1 < N -n, the profile in Fl is represented by Z k (2), Z k (5),..., and Z k (3p + 2) where 1 < 3p + 2 < N -n, and so on. The profile of the Z-parameter was also examined for the three reading frames in the complementary sequence (designated FcO, Fcl, and Fc2); F0 and FcO were chosen to be the same frame for the complementary sequences.
Considering the finding that the principal components in R3 reflect most effectively the diversity of codon usage among E.coli genes (Table II) , the profile of Z-parameters in R3 were chosen for detection of coding regions in E.coli sequences; an example of the calculation procedure of Z-parameters is presented in Appendix 1. To detect protein-coding sequences with reliability, it is necessary to clarify the level of Z-parameter to distinguish coding and non-coding sequences. In order to know the Z-levels in the sequences that do not correspond to 'in frame' protein-coding sequences, from the ten long E.coli sequences determined by the genome projects of Japan and the US we selected the non-coding sequences or the 'out of frame' sequences in protein-coding regions, and calculated Z-parameters. The averages and standard deviations of Z-parameters for the individual control sequences (Table V) were similar to each other. The average of Z\ was much smaller than those of Z 2 and Z 3 , and the standard deviation of Z, was also much smaller than those of the other two, showing Z\ has the highest potential for distinguishing between coding and noncoding regions. Most of the reference genes which have been experimentally characterized (98.5%) had Z, values larger than the average in the control sequences (-1.67), and therefore this value was chosen as a tentative critical level for detecting E.coli intrinsic genes (i.e. genes belonging to classes I and II); foreign-type genes with low Z] values will be discussed later.
Before searching for undiscovered coding-regions in the two sequences determined by the Japanese Project, ECO 11 OK and ECO82K, we examined the Z x values obtained for the 135 CDSs in these sequences which had been annotated as 'CDS' in the International DNA Data Banks (Table VI) . Table VI also lists the highest Z\ value detected in each CDS through profile analysis with a 300-base window (denoted by Profile in Table VI ). All CDSs, except for one (ECO110K, ID = 16), show Z, values larger than the critical level, confirming this level to be suitable for detecting undiscovered genes. The procedure for defining additional CDSs is as follows. First we selected the intervals between two 'in frame' termination codons which are longer than 300 bases and whose Z, values were larger than the critical level. Next, within individual intervals thus selected, the ATG-starting ORFs (open reading frames) were defined, and, only when the ATG-starting ORF with significant length could not be defined, were the GTG-starting ORFs defined. Using this strategy, we detected an additional 36 CDSs in ECO110K and ECO82K (Table VII) , which had not been annotated as 'CDS' in the International DNA Data Banks. A homology search of these additional CDSs, using the BLASTX program (Altschul et al., 1990) , for protein databases in Genome Net in Japan, showed most of them could be assigned to protein-coding sequences (listed in 'Gene' column of Table VII ). These results shows that the present strategy is actually useful in detecting proteincoding regions in newly determined DNA sequences, based on the classification of expression level of genes. However, when we focus on foreign-type genes with low Z\ values (i.e. class III genes; Table IV) which constitute a minor population of E.coli genes (presumably <2%), distinct approaches not based on Z x values are undoubtedly required.
Detection of E. coU genes using codon diversity Figure 4 shows a representative example for detecting possible sequencing errors. In the Z\ profile of the glnD locus in ECO82K, Z x of F0 frame was smaller than the critical level far before the termination codon (Figure 4a ) but that of F2 (Figure 4b ) in the respective region was much larger than the critical level. This suggests a possible sequencing error in the glnD sequence which caused a frame-shift. In this particular case, van Heeswijk et al. (1993) independently reported the glnD sequence, whose CDS differed by a few bases from the CDS of ECO82K and was 489-nt longer. The profile for the latter glnD (Figure 4c) shows the Z\ of almost entire gene-coding region to be larger than the critical level. In the respective portion, the F2 amino acid sequence of ECO82K was practically identical to the amino acid sequence of the latter glnD, predicting sequence errors in ECO82K which caused a frame-shift.
In conclusion, we developed measures (called Zparameters in this study) which reflect the diversity of codon usage in E.coli genes. Z-parameters enable us to correlate the codon usage of genes with their protein production levels, and production levels were estimated for 1500 CDSs determined by genome projects in Japan and the US. Protein production levels of individual genes are known to be related to their functions; e.g. the levels of genes involved in the translation process are almost always higher than those for DNA replication, and those for transcription are mostly intermediate in level. An estimation of the production level, along with a peptide-motif search, should provide information useful for the prediction of gene function and for designing biochemical experiments to determine function. By analyzing the Z\ profile in E.coli sequences determined by the Japanese Project, we predicted an additional 36 CDSs unannotated in the International DNA Banks. A detailed examination of Z x profiles also led us to assess possible sequencing errors. The methods developed in the present study are certainly applicable to other prokaryotes for which a large number of genes have been sequenced, and can disclose various characteristics of codon usage in individual species.
Appendix 1
Calculation procedures of Z\ and of protein production level are explained for ugpQ (ECOUW76); codon occurrences (f) for ugpQ are as follows.
Count Table   2nd T  415  5102  322--13-8  C  141  16 131  851  253912  A  570  8080  355  942200  G  150  6346  12 78  10  68913 The relative frequencies in R3 (shown in the following Frequency Table) are calculated by Equation. (4) using Count Table; in the case where the sum of codons for the mlh amino arid is zero, we set their relative frequencies for the codons to 1. Table, x,"^, = 4/{(4 + l)/2} = 1.600. Using PCI coefficients (listed in the following table of PCI Coefficients) which were obtained by analyzing the reference data set, Z\ is calculated by Equation (5) 
